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This year’s RI Asia conference, which took place
in Tokyo on April 21/22, at the Tokyo Stock
Exchange came at a fascinating juncture. In the
context of the Abenomics plan of Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe, the so-called Third Arrow of the
strategy (the third of three), the Japan
Revitalisation Strategy has put improved
relations between investors and corporates at its
heart in a bid to drive higher corporate efficiency.

Japan, - still the world’s third largest
economy - has done Stewardship first, launching
a Code in 2014 based on the UK Stewardship
Code. A new Corporate Governance Code comes
into force this year in time for the 2015 AGM
season. The new Code, overseen by the Tokyo
Stock Exchange, has been introduced at
breakneck speed. What better time to examine
the evolution of the two Codes and the reality of
bringing together corporates and investors,
when international eyes are on Japan as it tries
to reinvigorate its economy? Major investors
from around the world attended the event to

hear from high-level speakers at the lead
government ministries, the Ministry of Economy,
Trade and Industry (METI) and the Ministry of
Finance (via the FSA) and the Ministry of
Health, Labour and Welfare, which is responsible
for all the public pension funds in Japan,
including the $1.2 trillion Government Pension
Investment Fund (GPIF). The GPIF’s investment
committee was represented by two panel
speakers at RI Asia; a crucial presence as the
fund is a bellwether for government backing of
the Stewardship Code, which GPIF has signed, as
and the new Corporate Governance Code. 

Japan, a traditionally socially and
environmentally-orientated country is also
grappling with how E&S issues fit within
investment bearing in mind the country’s carbon
reduction targets and its high employment
economy.

These are interesting times in Japan!
We hope you enjoy the report from this

year’s conference.

Abenomics: the Three Arrows
Just weeks after taking office in December 2012,
Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe announced
plans for a suite of policies geared toward jolting the
stagnating economy out of two decades of deflation.
Abe’s three-pronged approach, dubbed “Abenomics”
combines fiscal expansion, monetary easing, and
structural reform. The goal is to boost domestic
demand and gross domestic product (GDP) growth
while raising inflation to 2%. Japan’s quantative
easing strategy (QEE) has pumped the Japanese

equity market up by 75% in the last two years.
For the longer term, the Third Arrow - the Japan

Revitalisation Strategy - aims to improve the
country’s prospects by increasing competition,
reforming labour markets, and cementing trade
partnerships. The Japanese Stewardship and
Corporate Governance Codes have been dubbed the
‘two wheels of the cart’ for encouraging corporate
capital efficiency. As a result, return-on-equity (RoE)
has become the buzzword of the Japanese financial
market. 

Photographs courtesy of the TSE and GoodWay
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The fourth arrow of
Abenomics?

Making the keynote opening address, Professor
Kunio Ito of the Hitotsubashi University
Department of Commerce and Management
and author of the Ito Review, the Japanese
equivalent of the UK Kay Review, suggested that
a fourth arrow of Abenomics could be the join
between then country’s Stewardship Code and
its new Corporate Governance Code: namely
engagement and dialogue between
shareholders and companies to resolve the issue
of how Japanese companies can raise their
earnings power. He called it the
“implementation of company, shareholder and
stakeholder value.”

Japanese companies, he said, have been
good at meeting consumer expectations, but
less so with market expectations, capital
efficiency, profitability and innovation. 

He said Japan needed to be pro-active, not
re-active, and said there could soon be an index
published soon of companies with good IT
investment to improve that side of Japanese
companies.

Ito said his review has set an 8% return on
equity target for Japanese companies, which he
called “challenging”, while noting that the
government stress is on sustainable growth. He
said the ‘brave new world’ of investor/corporate
dialogue must be bi-directional, purposeful,
quality focused and with relevant reporting. Ito
said that under the new Corporate Governance,
Japan needed to enrich the pool of CFO and
board resources. Ito said he was launching the
Hitotsubashi Financial Learning Programme to
start to do this.

Day one, RI Asia

The Ito review

Published in 2014, the review was chaired by Ito and backed by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI). The
report, modeled on the UK’s Kay Review, looks at asset manager and analyst incentives as well improving the ‘investment
chain’. It will also be the hub for new Corporate Management-Investor Forum, created to facilitate the need for companies
and shareholders to meet to figure out how the rapid introduction of the Japanese Stewardship Code and the subsequent
Corporate Governance code will improve the bridge between the two.

The Review can be downloaded from then METI website: http://www.meti.go.jp/english/press/2014/0806_04.html 

Key recommendations of the Ito Review:

1) Sustainable Value Creation through ”Collaborative Creation” by Companies and Investors

2) A Capital Efficiency Revolution in which ROE Exceeds the Cost of Capital

3) Reforming and Optimizing the “Investment Chain”

4) Becoming a “Dialogue-Rich Country” that Pursues High Quality Dialogue between Companies and Investors

5) Establishing a Management Investor Forum (MIF)

Professor Kunio Ito, Hitotsubashi University 
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In a panel titled: “Creating sustainable growth
via a more efficient and equitable investment
chain”, Takuya Fukumoto, Director Corporate
Acccounting, Disclosure and CSR Policy Office
at the Japanese Ministry of Economics, Trade
and Industry (METI) said the Ito review was
revolutionary in its view on the profitability of
domestic companies over the medium- to long-
term, but noted this required “purposeful
dialogue” with investors, a relatively new
concept.
Sadayuki Horie, Senior Researcher,

Nomura Research Institute, member of the
Council of Experts concerning the Corporate
Governance Code and Deputy Chairman of
Investment Committee of Japan’s giant €1
trillion Government Pension Investment Fund
(GPIF), pushed back somewhat on the
Stewardship Code, noting that while there many
signatories, the substance was yet to show: “We
must ask how Stewardship can be evaluated?”
he said.

He also warned that the investment strategy
of investment managers did not take into
account medium- to long-term value creation,

and that often Japanese companies will have
changed CEO within 3-5 years.
Tetsuo Kitagawa, Professor of Finance and

Corporate Governance, Graduate School of
International Management at Aoyama Gakuin
University, agreed that measurement of the
efficacy of the reforms was crucial, otherwise
they could fail. He said the speed of the changes
could be counter-productive and that the
Japanese government was concerned that fund
managers unused to corporate governance
would rely heavily on proxy voting advice.

On the same panel, Will Oulton, Global
Head of Responsible Investment at First State
Investments, said Stewardship needed to be
part of the cultural DNA of a fund manager to
be successful. This he said, meant backing from
the firm’s leadership, planning for the
objectives of Stewardship and a clear
understanding of what works for dialogue and
insight into companies: “We engage with
people, not companies, and we send them
hand-written letters. Our engagements are
constructive, not confrontational in order to
build trust.”

Creating sustainable growth via a more efficient 
and equitable investment chain
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Considering ESG: Japan’s ¥137trn (€1trn)
Government Pension Investment Fund, the
world’s largest pension fund
The GPIF has been asked by the government to consider
environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues
alongside investment returns when making equity
investments as part of its mid-term plan announced on
April 2. GPIF currently has 65% allocated to bonds, which
is expected to be reduced to 50%.

GPIF’s Mid-Term Target runs for 5 years through to
March 2020 and is overseen by Yasuhisa Shiozaki, the
Minister for Health, Labour and Welfare. The Mid-Term
Target includes the following guidelines: 

• Investment by passive and active management, aiming
at excessive return with careful and appropriate active
investment.

• Possible consideration of in-house investment
management

• Possible consideration of CPI linked bonds and Real
Estate Investment Trusts (REITS), with appropriate
monitoring by the Investment Advisory Committee

• Possible consideration of ESG as non-financial factors
in addition to financial factors.

• Investment management based on the Japan
Stewardship Code (which it signed in 2014).

The GPIF’s Investment Committee has started discuss
the issue (see conference report). It follows the GPIF’s
decision last October to award contracts to three firms to
undertake research into ESG and stewardship. The awards
went to QUICK, MSCI ESG Research and Ernst & Young.

Leading Japanese stewardship 
In a keynote presentation, Yoshiteru Yoneyama,
CEO of Fukoku Mutual Life Insurance
Company, said the firm had already started its
own Stewardship programme for its life assets by
visiting 50 Japanese companies, including CEO
and Chairman at 17 of them. Most Japanese
companies, he said, were willing engagers, but
not all. He insisted on the quality not quantity of
investor/corporate discussions, and said Japanese
companies should realize that good dialogue
might prevent a ‘no’ vote at the AGM. 

Yoshiteru Yoneyama, Fukoku Mutual 
Life Insurance Company
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Chairing a panel on the Japan Stewardship
Code, Nobuo Ohtsuka, Director, Head of
Investments at Mercer, the investment
consultant, noted that of the 184 signatories to
the Code, just 21 were pension funds. Etsuya
Hirose, Director, Executive General Manager,
Sales Headquarters, at Quick the Japanese
information company, said investors now
needed to move to the ‘execution’ stage of
Stewardship after sign up. Matt Christensen,
Global Head of Responsible Investment at
AXA Investment Managers, said a good next
step for the execution phase would be the
creation of a framework for collecting extra-
financial information on issues such as board
oversight, management quality, business
behaviour, human capital, resource efficiency
and environmental impacts. For better
engagement with foreign shareholders, he said
companies should look to bolster the English
language skills of investor relations staff and
improve information disclosure. Yasayuki
Sugiura, Analyst at Nikko Financial
Intelligence, said their research showed that
50% of Stewardship Code Signatories had
published a related ‘policy’ document, but that
many gave no indication of engagement
activities. He also noted that Japanese investors

were relatively passive when it came to the idea
of collaborative engagement. One audience
questioner asked who should monitor
Stewardship implementation by asset owners.
Christensen responded: “Ideally, the regulator
should oversee asset owners, while they in turn
oversee their asset managers.” 

The seven principles of the Japanese
Stewardship Code.
1. Institutional investors should have a clear policy on

how they fulfil their stewardship responsibilities, and
publicly disclose it.� 

2. Institutional investors should have a clear policy on
how they manage conflicts of interest in fulfilling their
stewardship responsibilities and publicly disclose it. 

3. Institutional investors should monitor investee
companies so that they can appropriately fulfil their
stewardship responsibilities and support the
sustainable growth of the companies.� 

4. Institutional investors should seek to arrive at an
understanding in common with investee companies
and work to solve problems through constructive
engagement with investee companies.�

5. Institutional investors should have a clear policy on
voting and disclosure of voting activity. The policy on
voting should not be comprised only of a mechanical
checklist; it should be designed to contribute to the
sustainable growth of investee companies. � 

6 Institutional investors in principle should report
periodically on how they fulfil their stewardship
responsibilities, including their voting responsibilities,
to their clients and beneficiaries.�

7. To contribute positively to the sustainable growth of
investee companies, institutional investors should
have in-depth knowledge on the investee companies
and their business environment and capabilities to
appropriately engage with the companies and make
proper judgments in fulfilling their stewardship
activities.

Japan Stewardship Code 

Matt Christensen, AXA Investment Managers

Nobuo Ohtsuka, Mercer

Etsuya Hirose, Quick
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UNPRI and fiduciary duty
In a keynote presentation, Martin Skancke,
Chair of the Board at the United Nations-
supported Principles for Responsible
Investment, said responsible investment was
about “doing a good job with other people’s
money that is consistent with the values of the
society we would like to live in.” 

Notably, he cited asset owners’ responsibility
to ensure their asset managers were aligned
with their long-term investment horizon, and for
those same asset managers to be looking at
evident long-term ESG issues such as well-run
companies and the potential impact of climate
change on corporate profitability: “The question
really should be how can you be fulfilling your
fiduciary duty if you are not doing this?” 

Japan’s Stewardship and Corporate Governance
Codes: the two wheels of the cart

Martin Skancke, United Nations-
supported Principles for
Responsible Investment
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On a separate panel discussing the Japan
Corporate Governance Code, moderated by
Arisa Kishigami, Head of ESG Asia Pacific at
FTSE, Motoyuki Yufu, Director Corporate
Accounting and Disclosure Division at Japan’s
Financial Services Agency (FSA), noted its
importance as part of the country’s growth
strategy. As the “second wheel of the cart”
along with the Stewardship Code, he said this
version 2.0 of Japanese investor-corporate
relations via consensual dialogue fitted well with
the Japanese psyche. It will come into effect on
June 1.

Nonetheless, Kazuhisa Fujita, General
Manager of the Legal Department of the
Mitsubishi Corporation, said companies were
still trying to grapple with the concept: “In
Japan we tend to be rather black and white
when it comes to regulation, but we know that
we need to be more flexible.”

One area where Japanese companies are
‘concerned’, noted Hiroshi Komori, Associate
General Manager, Stock Transfer Agency
Business Advisory Department at Sumitomo
Mitsui Trust Bank, is the stipulation that they
should have two independent advisors on the
board: “Because of the speed of this regulation
we have a shortage of such people. It would be
good for some of Japan’s best, retired directors
to come back and do their bit for the Japanese
economy!”

Giving a Swedish perspective, Martin
Jonasson, General Counsel at AP2, the
government buffer pension fund in Sweden,
said most companies in his country had a
majority independent board: “Japan might not
agree with this, but shareholders should be
engaged and take responsibility for the
performance of investee companies, understand

the businesses they invest in and evaluate the
board’s performance annually. A professional
board should want to be ‘best-in-class’. We
believe these are universal principles rather than
cultural issues.”
Meryam Omi, Head of Sustainability at

London-based insurer, Legal & General, said:
“Japan will do its own thing, but its companies
have suffered in the past from having a cultural
exception. When performance is bad this is not
acceptable. For us, our global standard is that a
majority of a company’s board members should
be independent.”

Japan Corporate Governance Code

Kazuhisa Fujita, 
Mitsubishi Corporation

Arisa Kishigami, FTSE

Hiroshi Komori, Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Bank
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The final proposal for the Code – subtitled
‘Seeking sustainable corporate growth and
increase corporate value over the mid- to
long-term’, and overseen by the Tokyo Stock
Exchange (TSE) and a Council of Experts - was
published in March 2015 in time for adoption
for the Japanese AGM season in June. 

The relevant documents, published in
Japanese and English, can be found at the
website of the Japanese Financial Services
Agency (FSA):
http://www.fsa.go.jp/en/refer/councils/corporat
egovernance/index.html

The government has also indicated that
the TSE will look at how integrated
sustainability/financial reporting could help to
refocus businesses and investors on long-term
value creation. The revised corporate
governance rules follow a 2013 update to the
Japanese Companies Act, which had already
sought to promote the appointment of
external directors and has seen their number

rise from 46% to 61% in the last year. 
Japan faces its first proxy season this June

under the new rules. The government says the
Code will support companies in making
“timely entrepreneurial decisions with
transparency and integrity and with due
regards to the views of shareholders as well as
customers, employees, local communities and
other stakeholders.” The government says the
aim of the Code is ‘sustainable growth in
corporate value’ through improved company
management and “strengthened
fundamentals supported by financial
institutions.”

The comply-or-explain Code is a relatively
new concept in Japan’s famously rules-based
culture. The Code includes international best
practice proposals such as greater board
diversity, the separation of CEO and Chairman,
and the appointment of at least two
independent directors.

Meryam Omi, Legal & General Martin Jonasson, AP2

Japan’s new Corporate Governance Code 
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Michiyo Morisawa, Head of Asia, Networks
and Global Outreach at the PRI, led the panel
on fiduciary duty. Elodie Feller, Investment
Commission Co-ordinator at the United
Nations Environment Programme Finance
Initiative (UNEPFI), said an update of the
influential Freshfields Report of ten years ago
would be released in September this year at the
PRI in Person conference in London, featuring
input from about 60 executives, regulators and
policy makers. It will propose practical action for
investors and policy makers to overcome the
barriers to the integration of ESG factors in
investment strategies. She said fiduciary duty
should be seen as a process rather than an
outcome.
Chihiro Kawashima, Executive Director,

Department of Economic and Social Policy at
the Japanese Trade Union Confederation
(JTUC-RENGO), which oversees ¥ 140 trillion
(€1.1bn) in assets, said the confederation was
still developing its Workers Capital initiative for
pro-active responsible investment integration.
He noted that the mid-term strategy of the GPIF
to consider ESG factors in investment, as well as
its signing of the Stewardship Code, should
make other pension plans in Japan sit up and

take notice: “The problem here in Japan though
is that many lack basic knowledge of responsible
investment and don’t see how it might work.
Only 21 pension funds have signed the
Stewardship Code, and so we wonder what’s
holding them back?”

One Japanese pension fund in the vanguard
is the ¥ 71bn (€540m) SECOM pension fund for
the Japanese security group, which has gone
further in ESG than peers, including signing the
Montreal Carbon Pledge to lower C02 emissions
in its portfolios.

Hiroichi Yagi, Managing Director, SECOM
pension fund, said it had a Japanese equities
only, very concentrated investment style in 20
names, where it could focus governance and
engagement activities, including E&S issues, for
value creation. He said SECOM backed RI in
order to focus on dividend income rather than
capital gain. He added: “Companies are aware
that they must use ESG factors to run their
businesses and so pension funds can no longer
ignore these issues.” 

To this end, Kazuhiko Sasamoto, Head of
Research at Nissay Asset Management, said the
fund manager preferred to call ESG issues
“future financial” not non-financial.

Fiduciary duty, resilient and sustainable investing

Fiduciary duty, resilient and sustainable investing panel
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Charles Yang, past Chair of the CFA Institute
and CIO of T&D Asset Management, panel
moderator, noted the latest initiatives around
the world including in Asia the recent proposals
for a Malaysia Stewardship Code, and Hong
Kong’s consultation on a seven-point Principles
of Responsible Ownership.

https://www.responsible-
investor.com/home/article/hk_pro_consult/
YK Park, Director, Sustainability &

Governance at APG Asset Management Asia,
part of the €403bn Dutch pension fund
manager, said it rated its asset managers on ESG
issues every year for the 20% of its assets that
are outsourced. She said the fund manager had
produced a report last year titled “This is the
time” for corporate governance in Japan and
that many other Asian countries are looking to
Japan on how its governance policies would
develop.
Daniel Ingram, Head of Responsible

Investment at the BT Pension Scheme in the
UK, said the fund believed stewardship added
value for its investment beneficiaries. He advised
Japanese pension funds to think about three
major issues. The first he said was motivation:
“The government may have pushed the agenda,

Global: stewardship and corporate governance around the world

Daniel Ingram, BT Pension Scheme

Y K Park,  APG Asset
Management Asia
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but the fund itself must understand its own
motivation. We engage with our portfolio
companies on the basis of trust and for better
returns. The second, he said was resources: the
need for a champion at the top of the
organization, and dedicated staff. The third
issue, he said was a prioritization of companies
targeted, and who to speak to, and deciding
which investors you want to work with: “It’s
difficult for investors to work together, but we
have a great example at the moment with our
pension fund collaboration on a best practice
guide on responsible investment reporting in
listed equity, which he noted was the most
downloaded report on the PRI website:
https://www.responsible-
investor.com/home/article/ri_itv_esg_expects/
Mark Walker, Global Chief Investment

Officer at the Unilever Pension Scheme, which
runs €23.5bn for 80+ pension plans worldwide,
of which 90% is externally managed, pointed
out that one misnomer he wanted to counter
was that US lawyers tell us that it is perfectly OK
for US defined benefit (DB) plans to be doing
this. He said there needs to be more leadership
and collaboration on RI, but noted there were
issues to overcome. “The UK Law Commission
review on fiduciary duty is one where we are
trying to change the wording. Short-termism is
my biggest bugbear. Long-term value creation
doesn’t mean that short-term decisions are not
important, but that ‘future financial’ issues –
and I like that terminology - are important for
managing the savings of our beneficiaries over
time. We want our fund managers to be good
stewards and we are seeking better benchmarks
and other measures to enable us to do that.”

Minako Takaba, Vice President, Senior ESG
Analyst at MSCI ESG Research in Japan,
looked at a fascinating piece of data on Japan
concerning the number of women on boards,
which comes out at 2%, versus 39% in Norway.

She suggested this could be one step
towards better diversity and capital efficiency at
Japanese companies: “Those that do have more
women have a higher return on equity, so
diversity appears to bring a higher quality of
management and financials.

Global: stewardship and corporate governance around the world
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In his closing remarks for the first day of RI Asia,
Akira Kiyota, President and CEO of the Tokyo
Stock Exchange, which has drafted the new
Corporate Governance Code for Japanese listed
companies in time for the 2015 AGM season,

said return on equity (RoE) was now regarded as
a critical company indicator in Japan: “With the
advent of corporate governance changes we
believe that Japanese companies will evolve and
that their value will rise.

President and CEO of the Tokyo Stock Exchange 

The Japanese Corporate Management-Investor
Forum (MIF) will launch in June to facilitate the
need for companies and shareholders to meet
to figure out how the rapid introduction of the
Japanese Stewardship Code and the
subsequent Corporate Governance code will
improve the bridge between the two. 

Speaking at the RI Asia conference,
Professor Kunio Ito of the Hitotsubashi
University Department of Commerce and
Management and author of the Ito Review,
the Japanese equivalent of the UK Kay Review,

said companies and investors will meet 3-4
times per year and the meetings could include
Japanese regulators.

Ito said there would be some confusion to
begin with about what such dialogue should
represent, but that the forum would be the
path to best practice. Ito said he would serve as
chair of the forum and that the composition
had been 80% decided and would be made up
of 20-30 people. ITO said the Forum would
have firm government support as part of the
national growth strategy.

Akira Kiyota, 
Tokyo Stock Exchange

Japan’s Investor Forum
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Day two opened with a major keynote by
Philippe Desfosses, Chief Executive Officer of
ERAFP, the €21bn French pension fund, a 100%
SRI scheme and one of the world’s fastest
growing plans, who noted that ‘sustainability’ of
pensions coverage was as important as ESG
issues, and that the systemic importance of
pension and life companies was now being
weighed up: “Many pension schemes have been
too generous and coverage ratios are dipping
below 100%. This is one of the major challenges
for the coming years.” Climate change, he said,
has also been a major issue for the fund.
Desfosses said ERAFP was working with Amundi
to decarbonize €750m in one of its portfolios,
and that he was working with the Institutional
Investors Group on Climate Change to lobby the
European Commission in Brussels, especially
around the 12 fixes paper
(http://www.iigcc.org/files/publication-
files/IIGCC_2015_Infra_Investment_final.pdf)
that it has produced: “We want to see positive
action. What we don’t need any more are
doomsayer speeches.”

RI Asia Day Two - The sustainability of pension coverage

Philippe Desfosses, ERAFP
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In the following panel on institutional investors
and the low carbon economy, Kazuhiro Okuma,
Director, Environment and Economy Division,
Environment Policy Bureau at Japan’s
Ministry of the Environment, noted that Japan
had agreed to the 80% reduction in GHG
emission by 2050 for developed companies. This
year, he said the Ministry would research the
current situation of ESG investment in Japan and
also introduce a new platform for environmental
information disclosure. This, he said, would
cover corporate environmental information, but
also the environmental impact of renewable
energy funds. Chris Fowle, Vice President
Investor Initiatives, at CDP, North America,
said it had a 40% response rate to its C02
questionnaire in Japan, noting room for
improvement, although pointing out that
Japanese companies often publish
comprehensive environmental information.

More broadly, Lee O’Dwyer, Equity Market
Specialist at Bloomberg, said use of
Bloomberg’s ESG data had risen by a 40%
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) between
2011 and 2014, underlining the rise of
responsible investment.
Helga Birgden, Partner, Mercer Investment

Consulting, said it was updating its 2011 survey
of investors and climate change scenarios, in
partnership with the International Finance

Corporation, the UK government and 18
institutional investors running $1.5 trillion in
assets. She said the report will be published in
June with a 2050 projection, including the IPCC
5th Assessment Report, and modelling based on
portfolio changes against outcome probabilities.

Institutional investors and the low carbon economy

Kazuhiro Okuma, Ministry of the Environment

Helga Birgden, Mercer Investment Consulting; 
Lee O’Dwyer, Bloomberg and Chris Fowle, CDP, North America
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So how practically can institutional investors
change their portfolios without undermining
returns?
Frédéric Samama, Deputy Global Head of

Institutional and Sovereign Clients at
Amundi, the French fund manager, pointed to a
42-page study, titled: “Hedging Climate Risk”
that he has produced with AP4, the Swedish
government pension buffer fund, and Patrick
Bolton, the respected Columbia University
Professor, which allows long-term passive
investors – a $10 trillion market - to
“significantly hedge climate risk while
minimizing the risk of sacrificing financial
returns”. �Samama said the probability of
governments introducing a carbon tax was
rising, but that the strategy, with its replication
and low tracking error to the index, worked
either way and was a ‘free option’ on carbon. He
said that investors entering the climate change

debate would have a massive influence on the
governmental debate.
David Harris, Director at FTSE ESG, said the

take up of ESG indices so far had been low
compared to traditional indices, but that there
was a relatively high us of custom ESG indices
and that growing quant research on ESG with
interesting findings, which would lead to an
increasing variety of alternative weighted
indices.

ESG and climate change indices: the future of low carbon
passive investment and benchmarking

David Harris, FTSE ESG

Frédéric Samama, Amundi

Julia Kochetygova, S&P Dow Jones Indices
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Julia Kochetygova, Head of Sustainability
Indices, Product Management, S&P Dow
Jones Indices, said there was a need for more
transparent low carbon indices based on
growth, which were now coming through, and
which she thought would resonate with
investors, and could apply to new strategies
such as smart beta and green bonds.
Mamadou-Abou Sarr, Global Head of ESG

at Northern Trust Asset Management, said
product development increasingly meant
investors did not have to wait for carbon pricing
events to happen but could capture a premium
ahead of regulatory tightening: “If there is a tax
on carbon 80% of listed companies worth $20
trillion dollars will be impacted. We’re seeing
these advances already such as Korea’s new
emission trading system and a pilot scheme in
Chinese provinces.

Mamadou-Abou Sarr, 
Northern Trust Asset
Management

ESG and climate change indices: the future of low carbon
passive investment and benchmarking
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Looking across asset classes, Shunsuke
Tanahashi, Chief Executive Officer at Ark
Totan Alternative, said that as a placement
agent, the firm worked with investors wanting
to have ESG integration into the strategies of
private equity managers with long-term 10-year
lock-ups, the timeframe over which such issues
would certainly be financial. David Russell, Co-
Head of Responsible Investment at USS

Investment Management, managing £50bn in
assets for the Universities Superannuation
Scheme, the UK’s largest, underlined to the
audience that all its ESG activities were carried
out based on financial materiality. This he said
was notable in private equity and infrastructure
funds where ESG forms part of the due diligence
on the funds, including management of the
assets and subsequent reporting. Russell noted
that to get staff to think long-term they have to
be remunerated accordingly: “Our staff are now
paid on a five-year rolling basis  and a part of
this is based on the quality of their performance
for the fund’s long-term mission.”
Yasuhiro Yonezawa, Professor of Finance,

Graduate School of Finance, Accounting and
Law, and an advisor to the Government
Pension Investment Fund (GPIF), said the GPIF
was already invested in the JPX-Nikkei 400
index, composed of companies meet
requirements of global investment standards,
such as efficient use of capital and investor-
focused management perspectives. He added
that as part of the fund’s new mid-term
objectives it has to take into account non-
financial objectives and that this review of ESG
information has already started. As a long-term
fund, he stressed that it should be looking at
longer-term financial factors, but he also
warned that not being able to demonstrate
return effects could be politically problematic in
Japan with such a sensitive entity as GPIF: “For
the Japanese people environmental and social
issues are very important, but there are many
hurdles to clear.”  

Embedding resilience into public and private equity 
and infrastructure
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David Russell, USS Investment Management

Yasuhiro Yonezawa, 
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Speaking on the green bonds panel, Peter
Munro, Head of Investor Relations at the
European Investment Bank, the largest global
issuer to date with €8bn equivalent backing its
Climate Awareness Bonds noted that the bank
had already issued more than €500m equivalent
in Japanese Uridashi retail bonds in multiple
currencies, as well as the first ever Samurai bond
for ¥ 5bn.

He said factors holding the development of
the market back at present included liquidity
and the need for benchmark size issuance; the
biggest bond to date, issued by the EIB, is €3bn.
He said the bank was starting to build a green
yield curve with 5-year and 12-year tenors, and
was working with other organisations to ensure
the green quality of the bond proceeds as well
as project impact reporting.
Yasuhiro Matsui, Director, Division of

Financing, Treasury Development at the
Development Bank of Japan (DBJ), has also
issued an €250m green bond, which was three
times oversubscribed, where he said 70% of the
investors were tagged as SRI.  Going forward he
said the DBJ wanted to continue green bond
issuance and has been looking at different ideas
for ESG bonds: “As a government institute we
want to bring in more banks and grow the
market in Japan.”

That looks realistic. Hiroshi Ozeki, Member
of the Board and Executive Officer at Nippon
Life Insurance Company, said the company had
invested ¥ 40bn to date in green bonds and
would take this to ¥ 100bn in the next three

years, with a recent portion backing the green
bond issued by Transport for London where it
invested ¥ 12.5bn. However, Ozeki says the life
company would like to see more long-dated
paper and more private sector and emerging
markets bonds. “We also need to raise more
public awareness in Japan about green bonds
because this is policy holders money.”

Are green bonds the future of sustainability financing?

Peter Munro, European Investment Bank

Hiroshi Ozeki, Nippon Life Insurance Company
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Closing the conference on a panel titled 2020
Vision looking ahead to 2020 when Japan will
host the Olympic Games, Martin Skancke,
Chair, PRI Board said the PRI hoped to be doing
more to help signatories that sought to
differentiate between asset managers and their
levels of commitment to ESG integration via its
reporting and assessment framework.
Tsukasa Kanai, General Manager, CSR,

Corporate Planning Department at SuMi Trust
Bank, said he hoped that by 2020 the evolution
of stewardship and corporate governance in
Japan would be a way of encouraging the
creation of new, trusted pension products in the
market, which was greatly in need of expansion.
Faith Ward, Chief Responsible Investment

and Risk Officer of the £2.8bn Environment
Agency Pension Fund, said the future needed
more asset owners to step up in areas like
climate risk awareness for strategic asset
allocation and portfolio foot-printing. She said
collective investor action such as the recent
Aiming for A shareholder resolution at BP to get
the company to report on environmental
planning were all necessary to drive change:
“We believe we have taken the UK Stewardship
Code as a base and improved it for ourselves. I
think that’s what Japanese funds should look to
do with their own code.”       

2020 Vision

Faith Ward, Environment Agency Pension Fund

Martin Skancke, PRI and Tsukasa Kanai, SuMi Trust Bank
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